
The Wife I Picked Up Is Too Chapter Chapter 622 

Chapter 622: Beat the Wrong Person 

“Crack!” The vase smashed firmly onto the man’s head and shattered. The man’s figure froze. Before he 

could react, Feng Qing kicked him again. The man fell to the ground and was still a little confused. He 

looked at Feng Qing, who rushed up and punched and kicked him while greeting his eighteen 

generations of ancestors. He could only protect his head and defend passively. No one knew where her 

punch landed, but the man’s eyes rolled over and he fainted on the spot. 

 

 

At this time, Xia Qianxue arrived at the battlefield, panting. It was too difficult for her to run in high 

heels. When she saw Feng Qing knock out the man with the ponytail and blue coat, she happily struck 

Feng Qing. 

 

 

“Qingqing, you’re too f*cking awesome. I didn’t expect you to be so good at fighting.” Xia Qianxue 

resisted the urge to curse. 

 

 

As she finished speaking, Xia Qianxue kicked the man’s body with all her might, turning him from lying 

on his stomach to facing upwards. As she flipped the man’s body, she asked, “By the way, do you still 

have that ‘Impotent Insect’ you told me about last time? Let one out and bite this stinky gangster. This’ll 

teach him not to peep at me in the bathroom. Let him be a eunuch for the rest of his life.” 

 

 

Feng Qing couldn’t help but smile after hearing the words “Impotent Insect”. This reminded her of her 

husband, Xie Jiuhan. Until now, she had yet to cure Xie Jiuhan of all the poison. 

 

 

Thinking about this, she opened her palm and a red and black worm the size of a soybean appeared in 

her palm. Feng Qing caressed the shell of the worm lovingly and said, “You’re talking about this.” 



 

 

However, Xia Qianxue stopped her. “Wait, Qingqing.” 

 

 

Feng Qing raised her eyebrows. “What’s wrong?” 

 

 

Xia Qianxue carefully looked at the man on the ground and then raised her head to look at Feng Qing. 

She awkwardly said, “Qingqing, you seem to have caught the wrong person. It’s not this person.” 

 

 

Feng Qing : “…” 

 

 

Looking at the man who still had a painful expression on his face even after he fainted, Feng Qing 

instantly had ten thousand ‘f*ck you’ galloping in her heart. The way she beat him up just now was 

really ruthless! 

 

 

Xia Qianxue walked around the man twice and said, “Why don’t you let him be a eunuch?” 

 

 

Feng Qing: “???” 

 

 



What kind of bandit logic was this? Not only did she not apologize to him or compensate him for the 

medical fees, but she also poisoned him. Wasn’t this a little unreasonable? 

 

 

Seeing Feng Qing’s confusion, Xia Qianxue explained, “I can tell that you don’t know this person. Let me 

tell you, this person is an internationally famous director. He’s the youngest creator of our country’s box 

office record of ten billion: Han Jintian.” 

 

 

Feng Qing: “???” 

 

 

Hearing the name Han Jintian, she instantly recalled the phone call she had with Li Shaoqun, so she said, 

“Oh, so he’s Han Jintian. I heard from a friend that he’s suspected of sleeping with an actor on the set. 

Moreover, this matter is quite big. No one even dares to sing the theme song for his new movie.” 

 

 

Xia Qianxue hugged her arms and looked down at Han Jintian from high above. “No need to hesitate. 

Take advantage of the fact that he’s not in the know and quickly let that worm of yours bite him. This is 

the result of him sleeping with others.” 

 

 

Feng Qing asked in confusion, “Qianxue, why do I feel like you have a grudge against him?” 

 

 

Xia Qianxue coldly snorted. “Of course. The male actor he slept with on the set is my boyfriend.” 

 

 



Feng Qing: “!!!” 

 

 

At this moment, Feng Qing’s ears twitched. She heard someone approaching them from afar, so she 

gave Xia Qianxue a look. The two of them raised their heads and lifted their legs, dragging Han Jintian 

behind a screen. 

 

 

Only at this moment did Feng Qing say in surprise, “You just said that this man slept with Mo Yi? Is that 

true? Are gay love so popular nowadays?” 

 

 

Xia Qianxue:”???” 

 

 

Xia Qianxue was the daughter of a wealthy family that was famous throughout the Capital. When the Xia 

family was glorious in the past, they were the strongest family apart from the Xie family. Even the 

current Li family in the Capital had to retreat when they saw them. However, over the years, the Xia 

family’s business had suffered setbacks one after another. Later on, the Xia family started to decline 

because of mistakes in their decisions. Of course, a starving camel was still bigger than a horse. Even the 

currently unpopular Xia family was definitely one of the top wealthy families in the Capital. 

 

 

Therefore, Xia Qianxue did not have to come out to work. Every day, she only needed to travel, take 

photos, and make a few calls to live a carefree life. However, with the decline of the Xia family, she 

chose to stand out and work for the family to revive as the younger generation of the Xia family. 

Therefore, she relied on her beautiful face to make a name for herself in the entertainment industry. 

 

 


